The unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is an important eukaryotic model organism for the study of photosynthesis and growth, as well as flagella development and other cellular processes. It has recently attracted substantial interest in the context of bio-fuel and hydrogen production. In the era of modern high-throughput technologies there is an imperative need to integrate large-scale data sets from high-throughput experimental techniques using computational methods and database resources.
It was assembled using an integrative approach combining the recently published genome sequence, bioinformatics methods such as orthology and paralogy assignments, and experimental data from metabolomics and proteomics experiments such as metabolic profiling. We also analyzed and integrated a combination of primary and secondary database resources, such as existing genome annotations from JGI, EST collections, orthology information, and MapMan [1] classification.
Metabolomic network analysis and visualization
Based on the adopted MapMan ontology and highthroughput " omics" data, we reconstructed the metabolic network and built a pathway/genome database for Chlamydomonas reinhardtii with Pathway-Tools Software [2] 
MapMan annotation
MapMan is an ontology developed to capture the functional capabilities of plants.
We could annotate 5.277 proteins (including 76 organelleencoded) into 681 non-trivial MapMan classification bins.
The visualization of Chlamydomonas gene expression experiments with MapManWeb is directly linked.
Annotation of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii proteins onto MapMan bins.
Gene report pages
In addition to to pathway information, comprehensive gene-based annotation including sequence data, domain annotation, MapMan annotation, orthology and paralogy information, reactions, peptide support, links to genome browser, primer information and external databases is provided by gene centered report pages.
Comparative Analysis
We are mirror for 20 other pathway/genome databases from the BioCyc [3] family. This brings the possibility to compute comparisons across 18 organism, including 12 plants, yeast, mouse and human
Search and download
All data are searchable in various ways and are provided for download. E.g., one can easily download all sequences involved in a certain pathway or find all proteins annotated for a given MapMan annotation.
Genome Browser
We have implemented a Chlamydomonas reinhardtii specific genome browser based on the GBrowse Software package [4] to provide a detailed view of the nuclear, plastid and mitochondrial genomes.
The GBrowse window can be used to display user defined combinations of 30 tracks including gene and protein annotation, various RNA-species as well as the EST and peptide coverage from inhouse proteomics experiments and external annotations.
BLAST search
We have implemented a web version of the standard BLAST [5] software to search against more than 40 sequence databases including those browseable with the genome browser.
